Academic and Industrial Research on Islamic Finance: Why it Matters
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Abstract—This paper explores the significance of the findings of academic research on Islamic finance and its suitability to serve the needs of the industry. The study recommends strategic directions for developing a plausible link and connection between industries and academic research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Islamic banking industry has seen an enormous growth in the past twenty years in the space of Malaysia. Malaysia has a strong and comprehensive Islamic financial system with a robust business driven regulatory regime and legal framework. The country today is the world’s third largest market for Islamic banking, takaful and sukuk. Its Islamic capital market tripled in size to a value of RM1.05 over the past decade [1-2]. The above background nevertheless, must be linked with the role of academic research in order to see whether academic research is supportive to the country’s strong Islamic financial system. Not surprisingly, there has been considerable debate on incongruity of Islamic Finance and Academic Research.

II. ACADEMIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH

It is questionable whether the vital element of divinity [3] of Islamic finance needs a different set of research findings that suits the industrial needs? Similarly, from academic point of view where the goal of conducting a particular research is driven on the belief that it provides frontiers of knowledge through generation of research results and free dissemination as well as to train highly qualified researchers for industry, government and academia, would academic research on Islamic finance should derive from a different perspective?[4-5]

A. Academic and Industry Research Freedom

A more interesting view may be looked at the statement by some well-known scholars where they said: "In business, everything begins with the profit motive. Just the very idea of research is geared toward a product rather than knowledge itself [6]. The most critical factor in determining whether a scientist, for example is going to be successful in making the transition from the university to the private sector is the ability to buy into that point of view." To them, that product-driven mission means that research freedom can be limited. In most companies, research topics are largely chosen by the business or marketing departments where research projects are regularly evaluated against their objectives, targeted costs, and timeline [7]. "In industry, there is always the tendency in the management to have more control, get more accountability, measure things and deadlines.

III. SHARIA COMPLIANT AND SHARIA BASED-PRODUCT

There is also great deal of confusion, misinterpretation and misunderstanding about Islamic finance in general, especially as applied to the modern Islamic banking practices [8]. Pletora of debates is taking place within the Islamic finance industry on the nature and characteristics of financial instruments which seek to comply with the principles of Shariah.

A. Misreprentation

More interestingly, anecdotal evidence shows that many of the conventional products can be redrafted as Sharia-compliant products, so that the differences are smaller than expected. Shari’ah compliant products are said to be those products which mimic their conventional counterparts by making necessary cosmetic changes to satisfy Shari’ah sensitivities.

B. Not a Different Financial System

Other economists have argued that Islamic finance, is a different way of structuring financial dealings; but, it is not a totally different financial system [9]. Shari’ah-based products, on the other hand, are said to be those which seek to observe the real spirit of Shari’ah and are observant of Shari’ah principles in substance. The debates has somehow resulted in mainstream Islamic finance products being classified by some as either Shari’ah compliant or Shari’ah-based [10-11]. Recent Musharaka transactions based on Shirkat al Aqd and Musharaka Mutanakisa principles have been structured so that:

- The financier contributes cash and the customer makes a contribution-in-kind to create a pool of assets, which are managed by an independent service contractor;
- The customer grants a purchase undertaking to the financier under which it undertakes to purchase the financier’s share in the pool of assets on a deferred payment basis and at cost price;
Each time the customer makes a deferred payment to the financier, the financier’s interest in the pool of assets diminishes and the customer’s share in the asset increases;

Simultaneously with the above, the financier leases its beneficial share in the pool of assets to the customer; and

Title to the pool of assets is transferred to the customer once the financier receives full payment of its interest in the pool of assets.

C. Shirkatu-al-aqd

There can be no denying that Islamic financing products that are structured upon Shirkat al Aqd principles fall with the category of Shari’ah based. This is due to the fact that, in line with the fundamental principles of Islamic finance, the financier is exposed to a wider variety of risks than just the credit risk of the customer. In a transaction based on Shirkat al Aqd principles, the financier has no certainty of receiving a profit on its capital and has no certainty of having its capital repaid. Musharaka is championed to be the most Shari’ah-based Islamic financing technique because it has traditionally been viewed purely as an equity instrument. The use of purchase undertakings and leasing techniques in Musharaka products based on Shirkat al Aqd and Musharaka Mutanakisa principles, however, are said to give such Musharaka products debt like characteristics, thereby merely making them Shari’ah compliant.

D. Further Classification of Shirkat Al-aqd

- Shirkat-ul-Amwal where all the partners invest some capital into a commercial enterprise.

- Shirkat-ul-A’mal where all the partners jointly undertake to render some services for their customers, and the fee charged from them is distributed among them according to an agreed ratio. For example, if two persons agree to undertake tailoring services for their customers on the condition that the wages so earned will go to a joint pool which shall be distributed between them irrespective of the size of work each partner has actually done, this partners hip will be a shirkat-ul-a’mal which is also called Shirkat-ut-taqabbul or Shirkat-us-sana’i’ or Shirkat-ul-abdan.

- The third kind of Shirkat-ul-a’aqd is Shirkat-ul-wujoooh. Here the partners have no investment at all. All they do is that they purchase the commodities on a deferred price and sell them at spot. The profit so earned is distributed between them at an agreed ratio. In your paper title, if the words “that uses” can accurately replace the word “using”, capitalize the “u”; if not, keep using lower-cased.

- The word ‘ Musharaka’ is derived from the Arabic word shirka, which means ‘sharing’. In the context of Shari’ah compliant financing, Shirkat al Aqd means the creation of a joint venture partnership in which all the partners share the profit or loss generated by that joint venture [12-13]. Shirkat al Milk can be translated to mean the joint ownership by two or more persons of a particular asset or assets.

- The Mejella (1329) define it as an “Agreement for association on the condition that the capital and its benefit be common between two or more persons”. Meanwhile, Ibn Arfa defined it as: “An agreement between two or more persons to carry out a particular business with the view of sharing profits by joint investment”. Another Muslim jurist, Mohammad Akram Khan defines a musharakah or partnership as: “A contract between two persons who launch a business of financial enterprise to make profit”[14].

- One of the fundamentals of rule of equity for academic research which is related to legal i ssues of Islamic finance is that the rule of Equity will not permit justice to be withheld just because of a technicality. Professors are keen to follow the rule that formalities that frustrate justice will be disregarded and a better approach found for each case. Equity enforces the spirit rather than the letter of the law alone. Courts of equity do not disregard the words used in a written document, but they do seek to give effect to what was the intention of the parties. Parkin v Thorold (1852) 16 Beav 59, 66. Hence, in the words of Romilly MR: If they … find that by insisting on the form, the substance will be defeated, they hold it to be inequitable to allow a person to insist on such form and thereby defeat the substance. Parkin v Thorold (1852) 16 Beav 59 at 66-67.

- However, in facing or solving current issues in the aspects of social, economics, politics and finance, the application of Maqasid al-Shari’ah is an important element that needs to be incorporated by all Muslims. [15-17].In addition, there should be continuous emphasize on the importance of Maqasid al-Shari’ah in all Islamic finance fields. Islamic finance distinguishes itself from conventional counterpart in its professed compliance with principles of Islamic law, or Shari’ah. Fundamentally, Maqasid al-Shari’ah reveals the dignified view of Islam which has to be observed entirely, not partially, as Islam is an absolute and integrated pattern of life and its purpose includes the complete life, personal and public; in this world and the Hereafter.

IV. Conclusion

It is important to observe Shari’ah rulings in Islamic financial transactions. It should not be a practice by only highlighting on the lawful forms of a contract to prevail and the only requirement to validate the contract [15]. Instead, the matter that has greater implications to the implementation of Maqasid al-Shari’ah must be observed, in particular when structuring a financial product.
A. Forms vs Substance

Islamic finance must make sure that all of its transactions are Shari’ah-compliant not only in its forms and lawful procedures but more significantly in its substance and economic matters which are premised on the objectives outlined by Shari’ah. Academic research on Islamic finance must be considered as main contributions to the industry in order to innovate a novel product for Islamic finance industries.

1) It is the banking business today to develop products and services that are Shari’ah-compliant or genuine from Islamic viewpoint without reducing the importance of the business features of being competitive, profitable and viable in the long run.

a) It is material to consider several relevant issues especially what should be the foundation in justifying whether a product is Shari’ah-compliant or not?

b) How to derive genuine methods in fiqh when resolving whether a contract is legitimate and within the context of Shari’ah perspectives?

c) Whether the issue of form rather than substance comes material at this point?

B. Musharaka Contracts

There is almost unanimous consensus amongst Shari’ah scholars and other players in the Islamic finance industry that Musharaka is the purest form of Islamic financing. Islamic finance products structured according to Musharaka principles should therefore, in theory at least, fall into the Shari’ah-based category described above.

The element of use of the purchase undertaking is said to violate traditional Musharaka principles, which are based on the concepts of risk and reward, as the financier is effectively guaranteed a return of its capital investment. What more is the leasing arrangements are said to provide the financier with a pre-determined ‘profit’ return on its capital investment through the receipt of rental payments and this, it is said, contradicts traditional Musharaka concepts relating to profit sharing.

C. Figures and Tables

1) Narrated by ‘Umar al-Khattab, recorded by Al-Bukhari, Sahih Al-Bukhari a hadith that is used by the scholars to justify their positions, namely “matters are determined by intention.” Based on this hadith, legality of all contracts must be established by intention (niyyah). It is the rationale or matter of the contract, not mere looking at its structure or formation alone. Scholars like Imam Shafie however, stated that it is unreasonable to decide on the legality of contracts by implication of intention, as it is complex and sometimes improbable to categorize the intention of the contracting parties.

A closer look at the disclaimer clause standard below developed by the banking industries is an example of the practice of forms rather than substance; (Emphasis is added)[18].

“We have reviewed the documents as per Appendix A forwarded by the Manager for the 2nd Quarter for 2005 (“the Reporting Period”). [19] We have examined the same and to the extent as such being presented to us, we are of the opinion that the Manager has managed the Fund in accordance with the Shariah.[19][21]. In facing or solving current issues in the aspects of social, economics, politics and finance, the application of Maqasid al-Shari’ah is an important element that needs to be incorporated by all Muslims.[22][23].
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